
 COMMUNICATIONS AND CHINESE
 POLITICAL CULTURE

 Lucian W. Pye

 FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT of the People's Republic
 (PRC) until the Cultural Revolution, discussions of the relationship
 between the mass media and the Chinese Communists' political culture
 dwelt almost without exception on, first, the ways the Chinese Commu-

 nist Party used, presumably with almost magic success, communications
 systems to mobilize and control the population, to indoctrinate, and to
 raise the level of political consciousness of even the most apathetic, and

 generally to speed the making of the Maoist Man and a more modern
 China. A second and somewhat lesser theme has been the ways the au-
 thorities have used and controlled writers at each turn in the Party's
 line.

 Any study of the spirit and practice of governance in China today
 must still take into account the fundamental findings of such scholars
 as Alan P. L. Liu,' Frederick T. C. Yu,2 and Franklin Houn3 on how
 the Chinese use the radio and the press to propagandize their goals and
 change the attitudes of their people. And, of course, all students of
 Chinese politics will be permanently indebted to Merle Goldman for
 her blend of careful but exciting analyses of the political fates of Chi-
 nese writers.4 Recent developments since the Cultural Revolution and
 through the "smashing" of the "Gang of Four," however, call for some
 updating of these fundamental studies of the influence of the media on
 the political culture and of political efforts to control culture. Visitors to

 1 Alan P. L. Liu, Communications and National Integration in Communist China
 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971).

 2 Frederick T. C. Yu, Mass Persuasion in Communist China (New York: Freder-
 ick A. Praeger, 1964).

 3 Franklin Houn, To Change a Nation (New York: Free Press 1961).
 4 Merle Goldman, Literary Dissent in Communist China (Cambridge: Harvard

 University Press, 1967).
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 222 LUCIAN W. PYE

 China, limited as they are as to what they are permitted to see, have
 generally been somewhat less impressed with the extent to which the
 media have been successful in changing the Chinese-the subject which

 in the past has commanded the bulk of scholars' attention-and more

 impressed with the suppression of intellectual creativity, a subject which

 has received less attention. In this paper we shall not, however, analyze
 or seek to up-date these two subjects, as important as they are.

 Instead we shall adopt quite a different focus, and ask what we can

 learn about Chinese political culture from the ways in which Chinese
 leaders utilize the media in their elite power relations. The press and

 the radio in China are not just instruments for ruling or -the means
 whereby rulers influence the ruled, but they are also institutions to-
 wards which leaders have to react and which in turn reflect, albeit
 vaguely, the processes of politics within the political leadership. From a
 review of the ways Chinese leaders use the media in their factional con-
 flicts and in their policy "discussions," we can gain insight into some
 important dimensions of Chinese political culture.

 Inside Out and Upside Down

 The relationship between politics and the media in China is dis-
 tinctive, astoundingly paradoxical, and hard to explain: In one of the
 most secretive political processes in the world the Chinese mysteriously
 use their mass media at times to discuss bureaucratic policy matters
 which in other societies would be left to confidential channels of com-
 munication. In a peculiar reversal of practices the Chinese use public
 forums for what others would consider private political matters; on the
 other hand, as far as we can make out, Chinese officials in their private
 communications with each other sound as though they were speaking
 in public. They seem to want only to repeat to each other the established
 views of the moment.

 For some time Western analysts of Chinese politics have carefully
 perused the Chinese press and the transcripts of the Chinese radio broad-
 casts to spot policy issues and "debates" among advocates of different
 priorities. At times it has required an act of faith to believe that such
 subtle clues might be the hard stuff of real political jousting, but during
 the Cultural Revolution and even more in the process of "crushing the
 Gang of Four" the Chinese have explicitly stated that newspaper articles
 and other mass media of communications truly revealed clashing inten-
 tions and differences of opinions. Moreover, the differences were not
 the general matters which are normally reported in the press and radio
 in other countries, but they were more often the kinds of questions
 which governments throughout the world treat as highly confidential
 communications among decision-makers and which might only at times
 be "leaked" to the press.

 We can include as an adjunct to the mass media the Chinese use of
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 "wall-posters," which have the same startling characteristic of being
 frequently used to disseminate not only information of a confidential
 nature but for advocacy of different points of view. Matters which one
 might have thought could be handled with greater discretion through
 private channels suddenly surface in hand-scrawled "wall-posters"- a
 method which would not seem to be consistent with the well-ordered
 nature of Chinese society.

 It is more difficult to make the case that Chinese officials in private
 comport themselves as though they were speaking in public. The secrecy
 of the Chinese system is so thorough that outsiders are rarely given a
 glimpse of how Chinese officials actually carry on "discussions" and
 "deliberations" about policies. Yet it is significant that in all the revela-
 tions that have come with the denouncing of discredited leaders and
 their followers, there have been remarkably few exposes about backroom
 deliberations. Instead we get the picture from accounts of "struggle
 sessions" in offices and bureaus of officials striving always to give voice
 to the banalities of the current consensus and the proper line. Further-
 more, those who have been privileged to talk with cadres and high
 Chinese officials uniformly report them to be more tight-lipped even in
 relaxed situations than officials elsewhere. This is true even in those
 cases where professional pride can cause a foreign listener to believe he
 has penetrated the Chinese wall of formalities and detected a revelation;
 such "revelations" are usually only confirmations of rumors or prema-
 ture announcements of impending developments, and they rarely dem-
 onstrate that varieties of opinions are contending behind the scenes as
 policies are being worked out.

 Let it be clear, we are not suggesting that all of Chinese politics are
 revealed in the media. There is, of course, a vast world of secrecy, pos-
 sibly the largest in any political process anywhere, and we know much
 goes on in officialdom which is never revealed in the media. When a
 senior official is purged, such as in the Lin Piao affair, cadres throughout
 the country are instructed in secrecy as to what the crimes were and it
 may take one or even two years of such esoteric communication before
 the media are allowed to explain what the cadres already know. Pre-
 sumably such delays in public announcements are necessary as the
 Doubting Thomases need time to get it straight that Lin Piao actually
 attempted to assassinate the sacred personage of the Chairman or that
 the "Gang of Four" were really "ultra-rightists" and not the "radicals"
 they were always thought to be.

 Here again we have another odd feature in the relationship of the
 media to politics: Why such a long period of reliance upon secret, and
 often word-of-mouth, communications rather than the far more efficient
 mass media to disseminate information about a foregone development?
 In these situations, why don't the Chinese use the mass media to inform
 everyone as to what is to be the authoritative position, and thus greatly
 speed up the process of eliminating the disgraced leader's followers? In-
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 stead, the Chinese go through a prolonged process of local meetings
 throughout the country at which the new consensus is established and
 the supporters of the purged leader are in their turn purged. During
 this period the media are allowed to use only code word names. One
 important reason why this procedure is followed is that in Chinese poli-
 tics personnel questions are always seen as far more important than
 policy issues. When a leading figure is purged the first matter of impor-
 tance is the elimination throughout the system of all his sympathizers,
 and only after this has been done is it possible to get around to the
 policy consequences. (Western analysts who tend to stress policy over
 personnel matters usually find themselves anticipating policy changes
 long before they take place. Foreign observers, for example, predicted
 immediately after the arrest of Mrs. Mao and her three associates that
 Chinese policies, especially in the cultural and educational fields, would
 change. Yet a year after the "smashing" of the "Gang of Four," changes
 of substantive policies have still to match the drama of the power and
 personnel reversals.) Since the mass media are less effective in dealing
 with personnel than with policy matters, they tend to tag behind events
 during a period of purging.

 Returning to the structure of communications in China, there
 seem to be in that system three basic channels of communication with
 somewhat paradoxical responsibilities. First, the public mass media, in-
 cluding "wall-posters," which, in addition to endlessly repeating the
 phrases of the day and the consensus views of the current "line," will at
 times become the surprising forums for the advocacy of different policies
 and opinions. Second, there is the highly confidential, largely word-of-
 mouth, intra-party and intra-governmental system of informing cadres,
 which according to the theory of the "mass line" and "democratic cen-
 tralism" should encourage clashes of views, but which in practice is used
 largely to enforce consensus. Finally, there is presumably some commu-
 nication among the actual decision-makers which, we must suspect until
 we have more contrary evidence, is characterized by a great deal of
 bandying about of cliches and the careful repetition of the current
 'correct" views.

 As we have suggested, the explanations for these interesting Chi-
 nese peculiarities are complex but we hope they will become more un-
 derstandable as our analysis progresses. However, before moving on to
 the next observation in our analysis of the relationship between com-
 munications and Chinese political culture, we can, even at the risk of
 seeming to be banal, note two cultural features which probably con-
 tribute to this reversal of public and private modes of communication.

 First, an important feature of Chinese Communist culture is a deep
 suspicion that minori'ty disagreement on any matter is a dangerous
 thing and a sign of potential intriguing and of devious scheming. Clearly
 it is not easy for Chinese officials to disagree too sharply with each other,
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 and hence they are inclined to use indirect hints and avoid direct con-
 frontations. Mao Tse-tung could call for more open clashes of views,
 but his threats to those who caused trouble seem to have carried far
 more weight in shaping cadre behavior. Mao's now frequently cited

 warning: "Practice Marxism, and not revisionism; unite, and don't
 split; be open and above-board, and don't intrigue and conspire," has

 been read to mean that it would be foolish to go about mobilizing
 opinions contrary to the official consensus of the moment.

 Second, there is a Confucian tradition, which is still strong today

 in Japan and must certainly operate in China, that requires the ultimate
 in courtesy in face-to-face relations but which allows the abandonment
 of these strict controls when taking pen in hand to write for public
 print. Americans and Japanese, for example, seem to have quite differ-

 ent instincts. Americans generally feel that they can be more intemper-
 ate in their language and more revealing of their thoughts and feelings
 when speaking in private and "off the record," and that they should be
 far more guarded, circumspect, and above all more precise and less
 extreme in their use of language when in a public forum or when writ-
 ing for the record. In contrast, Japanese, both politicians and intellec-
 tuals, can be extremely sensitive to the views of those with whom they

 are conversing in private, intensely anxious to be agreeable, but in
 public print the same individuals, on the same subject, can give unin-
 hibited vent to immoderate views.5

 The Chinese certainly show this Japanese proclivity for oral nice-
 ties and a more aggressive pen. Traditionally in Chinese culture people
 were the most restrained in expressing disagreeable or aggressive views
 in face-to-face encounters, less restrained when speaking to an audience,
 and willing to be highly emotional in print; essentially the opposite of
 the norm in American culture. This cultural pattern would therefore
 contribute to the current Chinese practice of being very guarded in oral
 exchanges, somewhat more open in conferences and meetings, and will-
 ing to take the greatest risk in advancing contrary views when writing.
 Needless to say, these are finely shaded gradations, ranging from almost
 none to very modest contrary views; yet the steps in expressing aggres-
 sion are the traditional ones-moving upward from oral to written-
 only now the strongest expressions of aggression take the form of fierce
 attacks in the mass media in support of the official consensus.

 5 This difference between the American sense of verbal openness in speech and
 the need for precision and qualification in print and the reverse Japanese practice
 has caused considerable misunderstanding between the intellectuals of the two coun-
 tries. In the 1950s and 1960s when Japanese intellectuals were often critical of as-
 pects of U.S. policy, American scholars were often dumbfounded because they thought
 they had achieved a meeting of minds in private conversations and then the Japanese
 would publish a statement of his same unqualified views. No doubt the Japanese
 intellectuals at times must have felt that they had been misled when Americans used
 more cautious and guarded language in print than they had used in the private con-
 versations.
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 Aesopian Language to Confuse Whom?

 Given the surprising fact that the mass media is subtly used for fac-

 tional advocacy purposes, it is not surprising that the Chinese are adept
 at using Aesopian language, historical allegory, and code words to make
 their points in public. What is startlingly strange, however, is that it is
 not always clear who is trying to speak past or fool whom. For the use

 of allegory is not a monopoly of defenseless critics nor the tool of the
 impotent, but rather it is used most often by the powerful and those
 who control the media.

 We do not have to dwell long on such classic examples of the use
 of critical allegory as Wu Han's play, The Dismissal of Hai Jui, which

 the still relatively obscure critic Yao Wen-Yiian instantly recognized as
 being in fact an attack on Mao Tse-tung's dismissal of P'eng Teh-huai
 and not just the story of the removal from office of an official in the
 Soochow area in 1569-1570 because his heart was with the peasants.
 The incident, of course, was an opening shot in the Cultural Revolution
 and helped propel Yao Wen-yiian to the pinnacle of cultural power from
 which he was only to fall with the "smashing" of the "Gang of Four."
 Other well-documented examples of the use of allegory and allusion by
 critics of existing policies were the 1966 newspaper columns by Teng
 T'o entitled "Evening Talks at Yenshan," and the "Three Family Vil-
 lage" essays by Teng T'o, Wu Han, and a third literary figure, Kiao Mo-
 sha. These examples were historically important in Chinese political
 developments, but in their nature they were essentially similar to what
 writers in other socialist-totalitarian systems have done to get around
 censorship by the regime.

 What is distinctive and indeed puzzling is the practice by the high-
 est Chinese authorities of using allegory to make their points. Why is
 it that those whose words command attention and whose opinions pre-
 vail should take recourse in techniques which in other systems only the
 weak fall back upon?

 In some cases the reason is relatively simple: Parables are a power-
 ful method for reaching a mass audience, as any Christian can attest.
 When Mao Tse-tung put aside momentarily the role of Helmsman for
 that of teacher, he frequently employed the Master's method. This was
 certainly the case when he spoke the parable of "The Foolish Old Man
 Who Removed the Mountains," which also incidentally revealed the
 weakness of the technique-ambiguity and uncertain moral-in that it
 referred to the powers of "God" and of "two angels." It must also have
 revived strange memories for some since the story is almost word for
 word the same as that concocted by ornithologist-missionary Dr. George
 Wilder of Paoting-fu for his favorite Protestant-ethic sermon which he
 enthusiastically delivered throughout North China in the 1920s and
 1930s. In Dr. Wilder's version the "two angels" were the Church and
 the School.
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 The fondness of Chinese leaders for using allegories and allusions
 goes far beyond the effectiveness of parables in reaching the uneducated.
 There are numerous examples in which Mao, in particular-for he more
 than anyone else has shaped Chinese Communist political culture-used
 historical and other forms of allegorical communications, not to facili-
 tate the education of the masses, but in ways which made most mysteri-
 ous what his point really was.

 Consider as an example the way Mao Tse-tung jumped at the idea
 of suddenly requiring all Chinese to reflect on the "negative example"
 supposedly portrayed by the classic Chinese novel, The TWTater Margin.
 Generations of Chinese had been brought up upon the idea that The
 Water Margin was an antiestablishment novel, that Sung Chang was
 the leader of a Robin Hood-like band of rebels; suddenly Mao an-
 nounced that Sung Chang had in fact been a "revisionist," a leader who
 on the surface appeared to be "revolutionary" but whose ultimate ac-
 tions supported middle class "bourgeois" morality. The key to the al-
 legory was that when the founder of the band, the truly "revolution-
 ary" Ch'ao Kai died, Sung Chang pretended to be "as sad as if he had
 lost his parents," and he "cried until he fainted" but actually "these were
 crocodile tears and fraudulent tricks" because no sooner had he "taken
 over as No. 1" than he changed the "Chamber of Assembly for Justice"
 into the "Hall for Loyalty and Justice,"" clearly the act of a fundamen-
 tal "revisionist" who ultimately craved the restoration of a good em-
 peror and not success for the downtrodden.

 All Chinese by this time knew that "revisionism" was bad, and
 therefore if Sung Chang was a 'revisionist" he must be bad, but it was
 far from obvious who in the contemporary scene was being allegorically
 portrayed as a "Sung Chang." For months throughout China millions
 of people taxed their brains trying to figure out "who was really Sung
 Chang." Some saw him as the "Soviet Union," which had clearly gone
 the "revisionist" route; others thought that it might be Chou En-Lai
 who presumably wished for better relations with such "imperialists" as
 the United States; still others wondered whether it might not be Teng
 Hsiao-p'ing, soon to be the "capitalist roader who seeks to reverse cor-
 rect verdicts." For still others the symbolism was of a more general
 nature and therefore Sung Chang stood for all who for any reason might
 want to reduce tensions with Moscow. In any case, Chiang Ch'ing made
 public her reading of the allegory, but when Mr. Mao was told of Mrs.
 Mao's theory he exclaimed, according to the Peking Review, "Shit, [she
 is] barking up the wrong tree."7 Unfortunately, Mr. Mao never ex-
 plained which tree his wife should have been "barking up," and there-
 fore all the millions of China were left to mull over what they should

 6 See "Criticism of Water Margin," Survey of People's Republic of China Press,
 No. 6154, August 10, 1976.

 7 Peking Review, 20:23, June 3, 1977, p. 22.
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 make of the whole campaign, particularly since there could not have
 been a Chinese alive who did not know before the campaign began that
 it was profoundly wrong to be a "revisionist." In no manner could the
 campaign about Water Margin have taught any Chinese anything about
 "revisionism" which he did not know before the campaign began.

 Given the fact that the campaign could only have muddied the
 waters, how do we explain the enthusiasm of the leadership for this use

 of the allegory? Mao's own explanation was that everyone should read

 the Water Margin because of the great advantage of "learning from neg-
 ative examples"-a method comparable to the moralist heirs of Anthony

 Comstock requiring school boys to read Lady Chatterley's Lover so as to
 learn the "horrors of pornography."

 A more fundamental explanation than Mao's rationalization about

 'the value of "negative examples" is one which would refer to a basic
 feature of Chinese political culture: The Chinese delight in being ruled
 by oracles, particularly ones which speak in riddles. For nearly two
 thousand years the Chinese have believed that they could realize a more
 perfect governance if they could only better understand all the meaning
 that might lie behind Confucius' cryptic remarks. Given this proclivity
 it is appropriate that the oldest political artifacts of Chinese civilization
 should be oracle bones.

 The Awesomeness of Code Names

 Possibly nothing better illustrates the Chinese practice of associat-
 ing the enigmatic with authority than their devotion to using code
 words and code names in their mass media. Even when everyone knows
 who is being referred to, an element of mystique is achieved by using
 cryptic and stylized phrases in place of proper names.

 The tradition of the disgraced leader who becomes a "non-person"
 goes back to Soviet practices. The Chinese, however, have added a cate-
 gory between that of the always vilified name and the name that is re-
 moved from history and never appears again-the category of people
 vilified by a standardized expression but whose name is never men-
 tioned.

 In other cultures it is usually assumed that code names are used
 when it is desirable to keep some people from knowing the precise
 identity of the person being referred to. But this seems not to be the
 case with the Chinese, who will use in their mass media code names to
 which all have the key. Everyone in China must have known, for ex-
 ample, who was "China's Krushchev" and "the Party person in author-
 ity taking the capitalist road," long before he was finally identified ex-
 plicitly as the "renegade, hidden traitor, and scab Liu Shao-ch'i."
 Similarly, during the three years when the Chinese press reviled the
 "political swindler like Liu Shao-ch'i and his ilk," everyone knew that
 the man was Lin Piao. With the fall of the "Gang of Four" -the radio
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 and the press in the provinces began to attack local leaders by code
 names: "That Rather Influential Person" in Kiangsi, "That Bad Man of
 Paoting Prefecture," "That Sworn Follower" and "his Sinister Hench-
 man" in Liaoning, "That Confidant" in Honan, "A Major Leading
 Figure" and "Another Major Leading Figure" in Kwangtung, "The
 Tiger in Suchow," and "The Scoundrel, the Drummer and the Dog's
 Head Staff Officer" in Hunan, to mention just a few.

 Why should those who are in control of China's mass media find
 it appropriate to disguise the names of the people they are vilifying?
 What does the Chinese public think when they are called to rallies of
 500,000 people to denounce by code name individuals whose real names
 are well known? Who is trying to confuse whom? And for what purpose?

 A generous but most un-Chinese legalistic interpretation would
 be that until a case has been "disposed" of it is not appropriate to use
 actual names. It is true that code names were used for Liu Shao-ch'i and
 Lin Piao until the Central Committee finally verified their "crimes,"
 but after it was official they were denounced by name. Also, the practice
 of avoiding naming names meant that the media never explicitly de-
 nounced Teng Hsiao-p'ing from the time of his fall after the death of
 Chou En-lai until his restoration over a year later-they only attacked
 "that capitalist roader who wanted to reverse correct verdicts." There-
 fore, this Chinese convention has made it easier to reintegrate a reha-
 bilitated purgee. For example, old associates who were spared the need
 to vilify Teng by name can now presumably brush off the fact that for
 nearly a year they had denounced him by using a label which is now a
 mere abstraction and a clear misnomer for the worthy Teng Hsiao-p'ing.

 The Chinese practice of using code names for discredited leaders
 is, however, based upon more fundamental elements of Chinese culture
 than the presumed utility of un-Chinese legalistic rationalizations. The
 practice of code names strikes very responsive chords in the Chinese
 public, stimulating a powerful combination of revulsion and activist
 participation, because of deep traditional Chinese attitudes.

 The sense of revulsion comes from the Chinese belief that to be
 nameless is to be less than human. There is thus something ominous
 about someone the authorities declare a no-name. He is clearly a "dark
 spirit," capable of "devious scheming," and certainly a "monster and a
 freak" whose work must be "poisonous weeds." It is easy to imagine
 the worst of someone who is nameless, whereas with a named individual
 people may instantly ask who originally vouched for him, who got
 him his high office, and who formerly said good things about him.

 The use of code names also has the peculiar effect of making the
 public a participating insider-the masses by word of mouth seem to
 know more than the media for, being knowledgeable about the actual
 name of the discredited figure, they possess confidential information
 which the media seems incapable of disseminating. The people are thus
 brought in on the side of those who are purging the public figure, and
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 the feeling of knowing more than can be publicly stated in the mass
 media carries with it a sense of pseudo-responsibility: those who share
 secrets belong together.

 This curious situation is another reminder that the relationship
 between the media and the political process is unique in China, defying
 not only the conventions of the "free" or professionalized press but also
 the practices common to a submissive and totally "controlled" press.
 The adversary posture of the journalistic professional suggests that the
 media strive to provide a total picture of events, reporting all that is in
 the public domain and whatever can be pried out of the confidential
 realms of government; while, of course, the image of the controlled
 press is that of authorities manipulating attitudes and opinions, and
 limiting the spread of information. The Chinese, as has been exten-
 sively documented, use the media to shape opinions and values. Yet
 they also break with the tradition of government-controlled media by
 their strange practice of assuming that much of their audience knows
 more than the media are revealing.

 The Destructive Power of Words

 This Chinese way of positioning the media in relationship to both
 the authorities and the public might suggest a discounting of the poten-
 tial powers of mass communication, but such an inference would be a
 gross misreading of Chinese attitudes. Few cultures elevate the power
 of the pen to a more exalted status. And as we have already observed,
 Chinese generally express more aggression through the written word
 than they do orally. They have always attached great meaning and sig-
 nificance to the printed word.

 In Chinese political culture the power of words, with the note-
 worthy exception of those of Mao Tse-tung, is largely destructive, as
 might be expected given the propensity to express aggression in writing.
 Indeed, a major function of the media in the Chinese political process
 is to provide a vehicle for vilifying and hence "destroying" individuals.
 In pouring out venom against targets of abuse Chinese writers are not
 just expressing the fury of their moral indignation; they also seem
 absolutely convinced that words of slander can truly demolish a person.

 The basis of this view of the destructive powers of vilification
 seems clearly associated with the cardinal importance of the use of
 shaming in the Chinese socialization process.8 Traditionally, parents
 freely practiced both teasing and shaming in disciplining children, and
 it seems that with Communism there is even more use of "shaming" in
 schools and in criticism sessions. There is thus among Chinese a genuine
 appreciation of the horror of being singled out for public scorn. Indeed,

 8 For discussion of "shame" in Chinese culture, see Francis L. K. Hsu, Under the
 Ancestor's Shadozv (New York: Columbia University Press, 1948); and Lucian W.
 Pye, The Spirit of Chinese Politics (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1968).
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 the Chinese have, in a sense, revised the old Western adage to read,
 "sticks and stones may break my bones, but words can utterly shatter
 me."

 Over the years, with every campaign against discredited leaders,
 the media have been used not just to report on the crimes of the evil
 figures but actually to destroy them. And often the target of the vitupera-
 tion will be charged with having used words himself to harm others and
 to weaken the "people." For example, the Ministry of Culture Criticism
 Group in "Sometimes Shrilling, Sometimes Moaning-On Chu Lan's
 Big Poisonous Weed . . ." declared that "big careerist Chang Chun-
 chiao" had a "new plan to kill people with the pen," and Chu Lan's
 "hack writers group" had been "holding the pen and sharpening the
 sword to rabidly hack the Party and the people."9

 It is not only the top leaders in the process of being removed by the
 Central Committee decisions who are attacked in the media. On the
 contrary, it is generally lesser figures who are most seriously damaged
 by such public revilements. Such figures are usually more vulnerable be-
 cause if they were not singled out for public criticism they might escape
 political destruction. Yet such lesser figures are constantly caught up in
 media attacks because of the standard Chinese strategy of offensively
 "killing the horse to get the rider," i.e., destroying followers to bring
 down the principal figure, and the defensive tactic of "expending horses
 and carts to protect the general."

 Another form of the Chinese assumption of the automatic destruc-
 tive power of words can be seen in their acceptance of the "dumb-
 waiter" principle-that is, if one rides to the top by one formulation of
 words, one will automatically crash to the bottom when that formula-
 tion is discredited. Merle Goldman has documented, for example, how
 Chou Yang rose in power in the context of implied attacks on Lu
 Hsun's literary tradition, and then when the time came for the fall of
 Chou Yang the stratagem used was to praise briefly Lu Hsun.'0

 At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution there were numerous
 examples of the extraordinary vulnerability of Chinese leaders to any
 form of public criticism. Although in the end he was physically de-
 stroyed, Liu Shiao-ch'i initially seemed to be numbed by the experience
 of being criticized in public by people he considered to be his inferiors."
 Needless to say, the treatment Red Guards meted out to those they
 would destroy, even when limited to the verbal level, was hardly com-
 parable to press criticism of public figures in other countries. Yet it is
 safe to say that current practices place China in that relatively small

 9 Peking Radio, July 1, 1977, in F.B.I.S., July 6, 1977, p. E 14.
 10 Merle Goldman, "The Fall of Chou Yang," The China Quarterly, No. 27,

 July-September 1966, pp. 132-148.
 11 For Liu Shiao-chi's first attempts at refuting Red Guard criticisms, see Lowell

 Dittmer, Liu Shao-ch'i and the Chinese Cultural Revolution (Berkeley: University
 of California Press, 1974).
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 category of countries in which political figures can rise to the top and
 experience only praise and never the trauma of insult from a critical
 press. Whereas in most countries those who seek power must learn to
 live with varying degrees of public criticism, Chinese leaders do not
 have to pass through this form of hardening experience (they of course

 have other forms), and this may help explain in part why Chinese offi-
 cials seem to be among the word's most hypersensitive to suggestions of
 criticism of themselves or their country.

 Words Can Unmask Demonic Powers

 The Chinese feeling for the destructive power of words is funda-

 mentally linked to a deep Chinese cultural sentiment which holds that
 what is hidden is usually bad, and that evil (as well as good) forces are
 constantly engaging in deceptions, but they can be utterly destroyed if
 unmasked. And, of course, the power of words and the media is the
 ability to unmask the hidden and hence devious motives of evil actors.

 These basic sentiments were appropriately revealed in an editorial
 in the People's Daily of June 20, 1966, which praised the introduction
 of wall-posters at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution:

 Chairman Mao Tse-tung says: "Posters written in big characters are an
 extremely useful new type of weapon."

 The revolutionary big-character posters are very good!
 They are a 'monster detector' to unmask the monsters and demons of
 all kinds.'2

 The tradition of Chinese legends from Monkey to The Woman
 Warrior is filled with stories of ghosts and spirits who assume different
 guises and it is the task of heroes to unmask them and hence destroy
 their potency. The psychological dynamics of this instinctive apprecia-
 tion of the destructive potential of "unmasking" seems to be related to
 the same power of shaming in Chinese culture which we have already
 noted. To be unmasked is to be stripped of the protective shield that
 comes from conforming to one's expected role. That is to say, when
 one has experienced the humiliation of shame, one has also learned
 the destructive "consequences of being unmasked."

 Similarly, in the Chinese political culture motives are easily sus-
 pect. One must always be especially on guard against the tricks of the
 incorrigible, the "bourgeoisie," "former landlords," "feudal remnants,"
 "rich peasants"-people who can be just about anyone born after
 "Liberation." The Chinese political imagination permits the belief
 that individuals who have never owned land, had riches, or owned the
 material possessions associated in all other societies with a bourgeois

 12 Quoted in "Quarterly Chronicle and Documents," China Quarterly, No. 27,
 July-September 1966, p. 211.
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 life style can somehow secretly, behind their masks of merely wishing
 "to serve the people," take on all the attributes of roles which were
 objectively destroyed a generation ago in China.

 Cultures which place great importance on shaming as a part of
 their socialization processes also tend in their legends to exploit the
 fantasy potentials of people becoming invisible or of changing their
 guises. In such cultures it is easy to appreciate the advantages of being
 able to become invisible or of changing one's appearance and form, but
 since the desire is beyond the reach of "good" people, it is usually
 "evil" ones who are most successful in becoming invisible or appearing
 to be different from what they really are. Since Chinese culture is such
 a shame-oriented culture, it is not surprising that in their political
 rhetoric they give free play to the idea that people, especially "bad"
 ones, are not always what they appear to be.

 The task of unmasking is never easy because of the trickery of the
 evil ones who rarely reveal their true intentions. Indeed, manifest be-
 havior is always suspect since it is well-known that the foe practices
 "Waving the Red Flag to Oppose the Red Flag." Did not both Lin Piao
 and the "Gang of Four" appear to be "leftists" and "radicals" when in
 fact they were "ultra rightists?" Yet vigilance pays off and, for example,
 the "Gang of Four" could not completely hide their "sinister plans"-
 did they not, for instance, "fail to adhere to Lu Hsun's revolutionary
 admonition to 'beat the drowning dog in the water,' but instead they
 advocated 'pointing the spearhead upward', which could only mean
 that they would point the spearhead toward Chairman Mao Tse-tung
 himself?"

 The act of unmasking consists essentially of, first, detecting devious
 motives and, second, applying a new label to the person. Just as the
 Chinese have turned traditional Marxism on its head by stressing
 human willpower over objective historical forces, so they have replaced
 objective class categories with subjectively defined class labels. The fact
 that China was pathetically devoid of a significant middle class has been
 conveniently ignored by the simple device of inventing implausible
 numbers of imaginary "bourgeoisie." If China in fact had had anywhere
 near the numbers of bourgeoisie, landlords, and rich peasants that the
 media have unmasked in the years, China would have been a remarkably
 rich country, regardless of income distribution.

 In fact, however, the application of labels in the unmasking of op-
 ponents is a demonstration of the Chinese belief in the destructive
 power of words and not proof of objective sociological realities. Need-
 less to say, the labels which the Chinese media employ have shattering
 powers.

 In Chinese political culture there is a presumption that evil people
 will be devious merely for deviousness's sake. For example, Yao Wen-
 yuan has been charged with helping to establish the theoretical journal
 Study and Criticism in Shanghai when he already controlled Red Flag
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 in Peking. He then, in a "sneaky" and "wholeheartedly bad way" ar-
 ranged for articles to be written for Study and Criticism which he later
 reprinted in the nationally established Red Flag, which was "com-
 pletely under his editorial control."'3 When a Chinese ambassador, who
 was a member of a touring delegation visiting the United States, was
 asked by an American observer of the Chinese scene why Yao Wen-yiian
 had to follow such a round-about procedure when he was said to control
 directly Red Flag, the Chinese diplomat was nonplussed by the inno-
 cence of the American who could not instantly appreciate that the
 "proof" of Yao's "sneakiness" lay precisely in his round-about proce-
 dure in not straightforwardly publishing in Red Flag.

 The Limits of Constructive Power of Words

 In contrast to the certainty which Chinese leaders seem to have

 about the destructive power of words, they seem to have doubts as to
 whether the converse holds, that is, whether the media can be used
 constructively to build power. This is not to say that the Chinese have
 not tried to use the media to build up the image of Hua Kuo-feng as
 the worthy successor to Mao Tse-tung, who, of course, was in his time
 ceaselessly extolled by all China's media. Yet the uninspired accounts
 in the Chinese press of Chairman Hua's bland visits to communes, fac-

 tories, and conferences have more the quality of dutiful acts of ritualized
 homage than efforts to maximize political power. The unspoken assump-
 tion seems to be that if Hua is to consolidate his power it will not be
 because of any magic in the media's use of words but rather through his
 actual political acts.

 Over the years the Chinese media have, with unimaginative deter-
 mination, sought to generate the illusion of power for a series of im-
 probable foreigners, but they have all remained impotent figures.
 Peking's thousands of words of praise for the Australian, E. F. Hill, has
 not altered anyone's appreciation, except possibly Mr. Hill's, that he is
 anything more than the leader of a trivial party with laughable revolu-
 tionary pretensions. Now the Peking Review, faithful to the unaccount-

 able preferences of China's foreign policy-makers, has given great fan-
 fare to one Michael Klonsky, who is purported to be the Chairman of
 the Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist) of the United States of
 America, a newly formed claque that allegedly has as many as thirty
 members. The fact that the Peking Review gave greater billing to Mr.
 Klonsky's day with Chairman Hua than to Secretary of State Vance's
 whole visit to China can be read in several ways, ranging from judge-
 ments about the intelligence of the new leadership to interpretations of
 Chinese desires to "signal" their inner state of mind about the "pace"

 13 Peking Review, No. 26, July 15, 1977, pp. 26 and 31-32.
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 of American policy; but what it certainly shows is that the Chinese
 believe that the media have more destructive than constructive powers.14

 Although the media's attention to "model heroes" is related pri-
 marily to educating the masses, and hence falls outside of the purview
 of our study, the choice of which heroes to honor is at times a matter
 of inter-elite "struggles" and thus illustrates how the leaders use the

 media in their relations with each other, which is our subject here. In
 this spirit it is worth noting that the rise and fall of the popularity in

 the media of different "heroes" is a fairly good indicator of the fortunes

 of factions, but not a very good clue to policy preferences. Recently, for
 example, in the military field we have seen, with the "crushing of the
 Gang of Four," a dramatic decline in attention for the once popular
 "Good Eighth Company on Nanking Road" and a spectacular rise in
 coverage of the activities of "The Hard-Bone Sixth Company." The first
 outfit long received the accolades of the "radicals," who never tired of
 telling of how the worthies of "The Good Eighth Company" were
 constantly devising new ways to be helpful to nearby peasants and work-
 ers. In contrast, the "Hard-Boned Sixth Company," the idol of the
 "moderates," got its reputation from the ferocity of its fighting in
 Korea.15 The change in which company should be blessed with public

 14 The Peking Review (No. 31, July 29, 1977) gave two pages to "Comrade
 Klonsky and party's" visit, indicating that he had had long talks with Chairman Hua
 and Li Hsien-nien and that Chairman Hua had hosted a banquet in his honor. The
 story was accompanied by a standard picture of the Chairman-and-guest seated in
 overstuffed arm chairs among the tea cups. In contrast, Secretary Vance's trip was
 completely upstaged in the Peking Review (No. 36, September 2, 1977) by Tito's visit
 and received less than a one-page notice. (On the same page as the story of Vance's
 meeting with Hua, in what must have been a calculated act, the Peking Review gave
 exactly as many lines to "American physicist Dr. Yang Chen-ning's" meeting with
 Hua. But, of course, nobody can be sure of the Peking Review's purpose. To as-
 sume that the Chinese have uncontrollable impulses to flatter those who flatter
 them and to belittle those with whom they are having "negotiations" is to suggest
 a degree of implausible immaturity. If the Chinese were anxious to win over Vance
 to their views then would they not have been more gracious? Not necessarily, since
 graciousness as a tactic in persuasion is more a Western than Chinese practice. The
 incident only demonstrates that Chinese political culture is not symmetrical with
 American practices. In Chinese political culture, persuasion does rely upon the Soviet
 doctrine that "It pays to be rude," but with the vital qualification, "but without
 appearing to be precisely rude."

 15 For a typical example of how the "moderates" raised the Hard-Boned Sixth
 Company to be a model in the military field comparable to Taichai in agriculture
 and Taiching in industry, see Chairman Hua Keo-feng's speeches, during a tour of
 the Northeast, F.B.I.S. May 6, 1977, p. E4.

 On the first anniversary of Mao's death the Hard-Boned Sixth Company ex-
 plicitly recognized that it had been the object of criticism by the "Gang of Four,"
 who had "stirred up an evil wind" and, "braying that consolidation meant restora-
 tion," claimed that, by "constantly paying attention to military training," the Hard-
 Boned Sixth "was restoring the bourgeois military line." In its own defense the
 Company claimed it was second to none in "forging close ties with the masses" and
 helping to "build the economy." In short, the Hard-Boned Sixth has been as anxious
 as any unit to appear to be "revolutionary" and to show that it had seen through
 the "ultra-rightist" character of its "radical" critics who followed the "Gang of Four."
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 acclaim clearly reflected the political end of Mrs. Mao and the victory
 of the "moderates," but the policy message was slightly more ambiguous

 Whereas the "Good Eighth" was rarely noted for having martial skills,
 the "Hard-Boned Sixth" was not entirely devoid of good works; what it

 would do was to accomplish three days of "hard military training" in
 two days and so have a free day to be helpful to peasants at their work.

 All of this might have been a subtle way of announcing a change in

 military policy in favor of greater professionalism and a decline in
 revolutionary posturing, were it not for the fact that simultaneously the

 Chinese media stopped extolling the merits of the model warrior Chiang
 Tieh-sheng, whom the "radicals" described as a "bristly rebel," and
 again brought to prominence Lei Feng, as unprofessional a do-gooder
 soldier as ever lived. In a lamentably short life Lei Feng compiled an

 awesome record of Boy Scoutish deeds: when travelling he carried a
 broom so he could leap from the train at every stop and frantically

 sweep the platform or, if time permitted, the entire station, before
 bounding back aboard; pictures show him "selflessly" washing his
 comrades' underwear; and on innumerable occasions he helped old
 women with their baskets and young children with their reading,
 writing, and arithmetic.16 Why have the victorious "moderates" who
 certainly favor professionalism decided that the Chinese press should

 revive memories of this unprofessional soldier? The answer lies not in
 speculations about the use of the media for policy advocacy but in the
 fact that Chou En-lai once had some kind words for the memory of Lei
 Feng. Presumably everyone is supposed to know this fact, and therefore

 can ignore the significance of the content of the model hero's behavior
 and concentrate on the more esoteric issue of who had once backed
 which model.

 Here again we return to our initial observation about how the
 Chinese media operate: on the one hand the audience is supposed to
 know more than what is being told, yet on the other hand what is being
 told seems designed to make obscure what needs to be known. Everyone
 is supposed to know that the "radicals" once said that "The Hard Boned
 Sixth Company" was "a sinister example of upholding a purely military
 viewpoint," and that Chou En-lai, the patron of the "moderates," once
 praised Lei Feng, but in the meantime the media is not permitted to
 give a straightforward statement about the currently correct military
 policy and what should now be the right mix of professionalism and
 revolutionary sentiments. At best the Chinese press has only come up

 16 As an aside, we should take note of the fact that most Chinese model heroes
 had short lives. This is a matter which should probably be ignored in all attempts
 to estimate life expectancy in the PRC, for it probably is more important in illu-
 minating the sagacity of those responsible for creating such heroes-a living "model
 hero" might unforseeably become an embarrassment in the future, given man's un-
 predictability, but a deceased "hero" is easier to manage. Furthermore, the senti-
 ments evoked by his "passing on" can touch responsive chords in the public mind,
 given mankind's anxieties about death and immortality.
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 with the "Ten Should's and then Ten Shouldn't's," a series of essen-
 tially rhetorical questions whose self-evident answers provide almost no
 guidance for serious defense policy planning. China would in fact be in

 a mess if significant numbers of influentials (or even commoners) were
 advocates of the obviously wrong answers to the ten which are: (1)

 Should we or should we not uphold the absolute leadership of the Party
 over the Army? (2) Should we form leading groups composed of the old,

 the middle aged, and the young to meet the five requirements for being

 worthy successors, or should we not? (3) Should we or should we not set
 strict demands on training? (4) Should we or should we not strictly ob-

 serve revolutionary discipline and rules and regulation? (5) Should we
 or should we not uphold proletarian party spirit and oppose faction-
 alism? (6) Should we or should we not stress the stability of -the army?

 (7) Should we or should we not inherit and carry forward the fine tra-
 ditions of our party and our army? (8) Should we or should we not
 maintain the three-in-one combination armed forces system of the Field
 Army, local armed forces, and militia? (9) Should we or should we not
 have a consolidated army? (10) Should we or should we not be ready for
 war? It is safe to assume that after several hundred thousand if not mil-
 lions of man-hours had been expended in discussing these questions
 certain differences in emphasis were possibly resolved, but it is not clear
 whether the real issues were explicitly aired or resolved.

 Exemptions from the Obligations of Reality

 An important reason why the Chinese media do not feel compelled

 to give straightforward pronouncements on substantive policies and can
 indulge their tastes for Aesopian language is that Chinese political cul-
 ture is not premised on the assumption that political leaders must ulti-
 mately submit to the disciplining effects of reality. It is, of course, true
 that politicians everywhere delight in every occasion when unpleasant

 realities can be ignored, and politicians the world around strive to
 whatever extent possible to insulate themselves from reality by pretend-
 ing that the myth-world they have generated is a perfectly acceptable
 alternative to the world of hard facts.

 In China, however, the ruling class operates as though it were com-
 pletely exempt from the obligations of reality. There are several reasons
 why the Chinese leaders find themselves in such an agreeable situation.
 First, there are the peculiar Chinese alterations of Marxism-Leninism.
 The hallmark of traditional Marxists and particularly of the Bolsheviks
 was a deep respect for materialism which operationally was translated
 into a profound commitment to cold-eyed and ruthlessly objective
 analysis of the actual forces in any situation. Mao Tse-tung modified all
 of this by exalting willpower and giving supremacy to the human, and
 hence subjective, dimensions of history. In practice, Mao's worship of
 the human will meant that Chinese leaders were led to confuse desires
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 and wishes with realities and accomplishments. To be correct in one's
 "Thoughts" and hence in one's sentiments became more important than
 substantive achievements.

 Second, this turning of Marxism-Leninism on its head helped to
 preserve the traditional Chinese cultural propensity for attaching para-

 mount importance to ideology and morality, thereby glorifying the
 value of subjective feelings and intentions at the expense of objective

 legal norms. The Chinese idealized rule by "good" men rather than the
 impersonal rule of law. Furthermore, Chinese officials traditionally
 preferred to have their actions judged by their skills at adhering to ritual

 and etiquette standards rather than by the test of substantive perfor-
 mance or actual achievement.

 Thirdly, Chinese political culture is still strongly hierarchical and

 the division between rulers and ruled lies precisely in the command
 of esoteric knowledge. Those who are ruled, when not passively accept-

 ing their stations and mouthing the ritual words they have been given,
 are expected to inspire their superiors to be more dutiful in their search
 for moral perfection; they are never supposed to question whether the
 ''emperor wears any clothes."

 For these and other reasons the Chinese media find it easy to co-

 operate with the political class in maintaining an elaborate world, filled
 with symbols, slogans, and code words, only weakly penetrated by
 reality. Thus at a time when the policies and practices associated with
 Liu Shiao-ch'i are being nearly universally adopted in China, it is possi-
 ble to continue to pretend that everything Liu stood for was evil; and

 this is made possible by pretending that the consensus of the day is still
 "revolutionary" and "radical" because it has been decreed that, con-
 trary to all evidence, the "Gang of Four"-the one-time "Maoist" radi-
 cals-were really "ultra-rightists."

 The reason why the Chinese are so indulgent about such "gaps"
 between public words and obvious realities is not an Anglo-Saxon ap-
 preciation of the social values of hypocrisy but rather a compelling
 Chinese cultural need to maintain at great cost the appearances of
 "consensus." The idea of challenging the collectivity is horrifying to
 Chinese, for it suggests all the dangers of chaos, luan, and the possibili-
 ties of being socially isolated. Everyone is expected to pay whatever may
 be the necessary price for preserving surface tranquillity.

 Consensus vs. Interest

 Even leaders who are about to lose power and position sometimes
 conspire to "play the game" of maintaining in "public" the impression
 of "consensus" even though behind the scenes they may be pouring
 forth their anxieties and bewailing their misfortunes.17 The media thus

 17 We cannot here go into the contradictory features of the Chinese socialization
 processes which on the one hand stress the imperative of repressing personal feelings
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 largely taps this surface layer of conformity and consensus and barely
 reflects any deeper tensions and conflicts. Yet in fact the Chinese politi-

 cal process is filled with conflicts which cannot be legitimately disclosed.
 The problem is that the Chinese political culture contains a fun-

 damental tension between consensus and interests that reflect at the
 macro-level the basic personality tensions in individual Chinese between

 the imperative of conformity and the need for self-assertion. Chinese
 children are taught both to conform and to achieve; they are supposed
 to be both selfless and capable of bringing honor to their lives. The

 values of conformity and selflessness are more openly acknowledged, but
 the expectation that one should try to excel over others is still there, and

 hence a fundamental tension exists.
 In Chinese political culture it is almost impossible to acknowledge

 the legitimacy of conflicts of interests. Although the rhetoric no longer
 speaks of the need for "harmony" as in the Confucian tradition, the
 concept of adherence to the revolutionary ideal of the "people" and the
 "state" has the same effect of upholding conformity and suppressing in-
 dividual or limited interests.

 The fact that the Chinese find it so difficult to legitimize the articu-
 lation of special interests is of fundamental importance in understand-
 ing their distinctive approach toward factional conflicts which might
 challenge the consensus of the day. Western analysts usually feel most
 comfortable in referring to policy issues when tracing possible factional
 alignments because they feel that such differences provide an entirely
 legitimate basis for factional groupings and tensions. It is important,
 however, to remind ourselves constantly that it is a peculiarly parochial

 American view which holds that politics should revolve around policy
 choices, and we tend to be blind to other more entertaining possibilities
 for politics. There is indeed a tendency among American political sci-
 entists to employ a three-tiered scheme. At the highest and most legiti-
 mate level there are basic "issues" over which "honorable men can dis-
 agree." At the next level, and slightly more shady, there are "interests"
 which may be either "legitimate" or "selfish" or both. Presumably, ac-
 tors will more freely discuss "issues" than confess to having "interests."
 Finally, at the lowest, and almost unspeakable, level there are "person-
 ality" preferences and clashes, a kind of "chemistry" in human relations
 which can be good or bad.

 The Chinese tend to see politics in almost the reverse order. In
 their view it is self-evident, and hence quite legitimate, that the personal

 and striving for the good of the collectivity (whether it be the family, clan, or the
 commune and the "people"), and on the other hand teach Chinese the importance
 of reducing internal tensions by giving voice to their grievances (when one "eats
 bitterness" and wants others to know about it because of the hope that authorities,
 like one's parents, can be moved by sympathy). The important point is that the
 process of learning to control one's emotions to defer to the collectivity is consistent
 with developing a style of seeking sympathy from authority figures by elaborating,
 if not exaggerating, one's woes.
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 qualities of leaders are critical in attracting honorable followers or
 sinister "gangs." The very suggestion that people might have "interests"

 is taken to be a scandal; and, finally, most Chinese tend to suspect that

 discussions of issues are merely ways of throwing dust in the eyes of

 the naive.

 A consequence of the Chinese hierarchy of legitimacy is that fac-

 tional conflicts are primarily treated in the media as manifestations of

 the personal faults of the individuals involved. In the end, Liu Shao-

 ch'i, Lin Piao, and the "Gang of Four" will be remembered in the

 Chinese media for their personal sins and deficiencies, they will not be
 identified with any particular "interests" and their policy views will be
 treated cavalierly. They will all be seen as having opposed the "correct
 line" because of their distorted personalities. The general impression

 which the Chinese media strive to create is that everyone subscribes to
 the consensus; that is, orthodoxy can easily prevail, except for the devi-

 ant acts of a few corrupted personalities.
 On the other hand, the realities of Chinese practices are that cadres

 are constantly seeking to get ahead, and therefore, in spite of the im-
 perative of conformity, there is also the practical necessity of self-

 assertion. The media cannot explicitly deal with such forms of competi-
 tion except after the fall of some leading figure, when of course the
 chorus in the media is one of denouncing the scoundrels and their
 "handful" of "sinister henchmen."

 Elitist-Mass Politics and not Competitive Politics

 A principle reason why the Chinese mass media have relatively
 little difficulty in maintaining the appearance of consensus in spite of
 cadre competition is that the Chinese political system, in spite of its
 revolutionary experience, remains a traditional elitist form of politics
 in which a sharply differentiated ruling class monopolizes all the power
 in the society and manages, with whatever "feed-back" it chooses to
 accept, the affairs of the masses. In such a system the rulers do feel a
 need to hang together and present to the masses the appearances of

 collective agreement, even as they compete for power among themselves.
 Although it is in no way a deterministic "law" of history, the gen-

 eral pattern of political development toward the building of the modern
 nation-state has been one of moving from a stage in which personal rela-
 tionships are paramount in inter-elite relationships toward, first, in-
 stitutionally based competition among those who represent different
 governing or elite establishments, and then finally to a point when poli-
 tics revolves around interests competing among themselves with the
 "rulers" designing policies that are responsive to such conflicts.

 China today still has a political system in which ruling power is
 responsive above all to the rulers' ideology and the network of career
 and personal relationships of officials. It has not yet openly entered the
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 second stage in which the clashes of the objective interests of the differ-
 ent agencies, ministries, and institutions are acknowledged as legitimate
 and the proper subjects of day-to-day political life. Although we know
 that such clashes must exist, the basic myth of the system upon which
 its legitimacy ultimately rests is that, through the powers of ideology,
 such inter-institutional conflicts can be trivialized, and it should be
 possible to achieve the ideal of perfect harmony among all the govern-
 ing institutions. Thus the conflicts which must arise in the planning
 process become "state secrets," and that strange amorphous institution,
 the "Center," resolves all problems so that the government and all the
 cadres can pretend that power struggles are unnecessary. Hence China
 still does not have a politics of open "policy issues." Only indirectly
 and in subtle ways can there be hints that clashes over policy are taking
 place.

 Precisely because legitimacy would be threatened by any admission
 of difficulties over policy issues, such clashes among the leadership must
 be quickly transformed into issues about the personal morality of par-
 ticular officials. Those who are defeated on policy matters have to be
 denounced for being inherently immoral and not merely for having
 poor judgment.

 Needless to say, the Chinese political system is far from becoming
 one in which political life revolves around competing interests centered
 among the population at large. This is not a trite observation or merely
 another way of saying that the Chinese system is a variant of totalitarian
 politics. The intolerance of the Chinese political system for any con-
 crete interests can be seen in the fact that even though region and lo-
 cality can and do provide the bases for power groupings, there are no
 policy conflicts in China today which reflect regional differences be-
 yond the traditional politics of each locality trying to get as much from
 the "Center" as possible and contributing the least possible. Distinctive
 economic and social interests arising out of geography simply do not
 surface in China. For example, those who used Shanghai as a power
 base advocated policies which could not by the widest stretch of the
 imagination be said to reflect the real interests of the citizens of
 Shanghai. The "Shanghai leaders" clearly felt no obligation to advance
 Shanghai's objective interests when they denounced the advantages of
 technology, called for autarky and equal development in all provinces,
 and championed the sending of educated youth to the countryside, all
 policies which hurt the well-being of Shanghai.'8 Similarly, those who

 18 The relationship of Shanghai to national policies is of great interest for under-
 standing both the realities and the myths of China's political economy. Historically,
 Chinese nationalism, and more particularly, Chinese Communist propaganda, de-
 picted Shanghai as a place where foreign interests were "bleeding away" China's
 strength and thus the very essence of foreign "exploitation" of China. After "Libera-
 tion" the Chinese authorities were clearly in a quandry: Should they not take ad-
 vantage of the impressive "capital plant" Shanghai represented with all of its human
 talents, from management through a skilled labor force, to speed China's national
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 have had Kwangtung as their power base have not pressed for policies
 which would particularly benefit their area at the price of hurting other
 places.

 Conflict and Legitimacy

 With these observations about the nature of the Chinese political
 system in mind we can now return to our earlier observation about their
 unique use of the media in intra-elite politics. It now seems possible
 that the Chinese propensity to use the public media for semi-esoteric
 communications and to presume that the audience must know more
 than the media can tell is related to the basic tension in the Chinese
 political culture which requires that the contradiction between con-
 formity and self-assertion be contained on terms which preserve the
 appearances of consensus, which is the basis of legitimacy of the entire
 system.

 Leaders and aspiring leaders feel a need to assert themselves, but
 in ways which will not threaten the myth of consensus. This requires
 that statements of "interests" and of policy "issues" be muted as much
 as possible, or disguised in statements which appear to have more to do
 with morality, personal qualities, and aspects of ideology.

 Since this situation is not strikingly different from what pertained
 under the traditional Chinese political system, it is not surprising that
 the leaders find it so easy to use allegories based on incidents in Chinese
 history and even forms of language very similar to traditional practices.
 Mao's style of using aphorisms and slogans as means for communicat-
 ing policy directives conformed to the imperial tradition. Even the
 traditional Chinese tendency to exploit the mystique of numbers to
 accentuate and give greater potency to ideas has been used and enlarged
 upon by the current relationship between media and political culture.
 In the past the Chinese had their Five Sovereigns (WVu Ti) who matched
 their five elements, Three Model Emperors, Three Kingdoms, Five
 Dynasties, Three People's Principles. Now, of course, the use of slogans
 based on numbers seems to have no limits: "One guides two," "three
 comparisons," "three fixes and one substitution," "three reconciliations
 and one reduction," "the four togethers," "the three banners," "the
 three fames principle," "the four clean-ups," "the four modernizations,"
 "five factors into one body," "the four olds," "the three manys and the
 one exception," etc., etc.

 In the past it was mainly Mao who invented such slogans for com-
 municating priorities. But he was not alone. Indeed, the essence of

 growth, or should they reverse matters and start to "exploit" Shanghai by draining
 it of its "advantages" and scattering them about the rest of the country? Either choice
 was difficult since it would make a mockery of the pre-"Liberation" propaganda.
 Hence the peculiar ambivalence of the Peking authorities toward Shanghai. It is
 hoped that the answers to these questions will emerge from a book which Christopher
 Howe is now editing.
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 the elite game under Mao, and even more so now, has been for senior
 leaders to float such slogans as ways of testing whom they might reach
 as potential allies. The question of who chooses to repeat whose slogan
 lies at the heart of the process in which power is accumulated in China.

 The process has to involve a high degree of semi-esoteric communica-

 tions because, first, policy clashes cannot be openly admitted to and,
 -second, the object is to mobilize potential supporters without creating
 explicit enemies.

 In this manner real problems are touched upon in the media
 through the use of cryptic forms, basic secrecy is preserved, and power

 alignments can be formed and reformed without any overt threats to
 the basic concept of legitimacy. It may seem to be a peculiarly con-
 voluted way of conducting politics, but it fits well with Chinese cultural
 patterns. Those who are most successful in "playing the game" can at-
 tract support and thus gain the power necessary for ruling and in a
 manner which does not create problems of legitimacy.

 The public can follow the rise and fall of slogans and code words
 with a sense of confidence that even though their rulers may be strug-
 gling among themselves they do not need to fear that the system will be
 dramatically changed. Their only obligation is to understand that when
 victory comes to any particular element of the leadership they must in-
 stantly display two emotions, their pleasure for the victors and their
 hatred of the defeated. They have learned to be far more guarded in
 their expectations as to the consequences for policies of such victories
 and defeats. For even the least politically educated Chinese can appreci-
 ate that the defeat of Liu Shao-ch'i has not brought an end to Liuist
 policies, even though Liu was best known for precisely his policies;
 similarly, the "crushing" of the "Gang of Four" will not bring an end
 to radical rhetoric, even though the "gang" was best known for its dedi-
 cation to rhetoric.

 For both the leaders and the masses there is something comforting
 in having a political system in which there is a great gap between
 rhetoric and action, for this "gap" provides a remarkable zone of safety
 by allowing one to get out of trouble by either saying "Heed my acts
 and not my words," or "Hear my words and overlook my acts," depend-
 ing upon which is more convenient under the circumstances.

 The Solution of the Chinese Puzzle

 We can now see that the "inside out, upside down" character of the
 relationship between the media and elite politics is not a manifestation
 of exotic cultural whimsy, but is functional for the stability of the sys-
 tem. The pieces of this Chinese puzzle fit together because of important
 structural and cultural features of Chinese politics.

 The paramount rule of Chinese politics is the absolute obligation
 of everyone to uphold consensus and practice conformity, under condi-
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 tions in which the elite have a complete monopoly on initiatives and
 no one can openly advocate any form of special interests. The fanatical

 Chinese belief in the vital importance of consensus can be seen not only

 in their ceaseless efforts, especially during campaigns, to insure that

 everyone is thinking in the currently correct way, but more importantly
 in their practice of blowing up the downfall of every leader into a crisis

 of legitimacy for the entire system. Since they are unable to acknowledge
 the legitimacy of intra-elite conflicts of interest, such inescapable clashes
 have to be managed at arm's length, that is, cryptically in the media.

 Unable to directly contend with each other as they seek different priori-
 ties, senior officials find it expedient to try to shade the interpretation of

 the "consensus" in the media in ways favorable to their interest.

 It is of great significance that everyone seems to agree that the
 media's version of the consensus should be generally accepted as the cor-
 rect one at any moment. The media thus have a major role in the main-

 tenance of the legitimacy of the system. One consequence of this role
 of the media is that they have inhibited the pace of change. Even during
 the era when Chairman Mao seemed to be the ultimate arbiter of Chi-
 nese politics, his whims and wishes still had to be filtered through the
 communications process at the slow pace necessary for the maintenance

 of consensus and hence legitimacy. Similarly dramatic purges of per-
 sonnel, such as the "smashing" of the "Gang of Four" cannot bring in-
 stant changes of policies because rhetoric, policy choices, and new ap-
 pointments have to be slowly blended to create consensus.

 This process produces two important paradoxical consequences.
 First, there is the paradox that even though the media are vital for
 legitimacy, the very process which makes this true also operates to force
 the media to maintain a significant gap between its rhetoric and actual
 realities. The communications system, in the very process of upholding
 the fundamental realities of power and authority in China, has to cre-
 ate an imaginary world.

 The second paradox is that even though the Chinese media present
 themselves on the surface as champions of revolutionary ambitions,
 they are functionally a powerful conservative force, slowing the pace of
 change and striving always to uphold continuity. Because of its legiti-
 mizing function for the entire political system, the Chinese communica-
 tions process must always strive to show that what is being proposed
 today is consistent with what was right yesterday. It is not just that
 everything which is to be done after the death of Mao Tse-tung must be
 made to seem consistent with Mao's wishes, but all policies must be made
 to seem in line with the entire history of the Chinese Communist
 Movement.

 This basic obligation for legitimacy maintenance explains in part
 the extraordinary attention devoted in the Chinese media to nostalgic
 accounts of earlier phases in the Party's history. The endless stories of
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 past years are inspired not just by elderly leaders' love for reminiscences
 and their belief that youth should benefit from (admire?) their past
 accomplishments. The stories are also necessary because of the legiti-
 macy function of the media.

 Needless to say, this same vital political function which has forced
 the media to exaggerate the gap between rhetoric and reality in defining

 the present world also operates in such a way as to create a comparable

 gap between past realities and versions of history which must now be
 disseminated. The two paradoxes -thus reinforce each other.

 Pattern of Change

 It is significant that in our analysis of the relationship of the media
 to Chinese political culture it has been repeatedly necessary to refer
 back to traditional Chinese cultural patterns in order to explain con-
 temporary practices. In spite of ritualistic use of revolutionary rhetoric,
 the basic Chinese political culture in the critical area of attitudes to-

 wards authority and concepts about the workings of power maintains
 strong continuity with China's past. Nearly three decades of essential
 isolation from the rest of the world and prolonged periods of intense

 inward focus of policy has meant that the Chinese political culture, in
 spite of adopting a new ideology, has changed less than the political
 cultures of most of the new states which emerged after World War II.

 Many specialists on China have identified the important fact that
 Chinese culture accentuated "affect-oriented" relationships and the
 value of hierarchy and compliance. The Chinese political culture of
 today remains one in which supreme importance is attached to the affec-
 tive dimensions of relationships-the state of cadres "thought" and
 'revolutionary fervor" are more critical than their technical skills or
 objective accomplishments. And as we have seen, hierarchy and compli-
 ance continue to be of supreme importance as everyone strives to uphold
 the appearances of consensus, even as they try to climb the ladder of
 the hierarchy.

 Presumably with the "smashing" of the "Gang of Four" a new era
 of Chinese politics is possible, but it is still far too early to judge what
 degree of change is most likely. What is clear, however, is that a year's
 time following the defeat of the "radicals" has not been enough to
 change in any significant degree the relationship between the media
 and China's political culture. At present the Chinese political system
 seems to be wavering between the one possibility of becoming more dis-
 ciplined and technocratically ruled (possibly reminiscent of the 1950s)
 or the other possibility of a more relaxed and tolerant one-party system
 (possibly like some of the Eastern European Communist states). Move-
 ment in either direction would probably not alter our basic analysis of
 the media and elite politics.
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 A Codicil

 During recent weeks increasing clues have come out of China in-
 dicating the growing ascendency of Teng Hsiao-p'ing, a man with a de-
 served reputation for blunt words. Do we not need to take note of this
 development and possibly modify some of our characterizations of the
 relations between the media and Chinese political culture? Some author-
 itative China-watchers are saying that Teng's "habit of plain speaking
 is catching on" in China. Given the fact that the Chinese media are

 beating all their big drums for the greater glory of Science, will they
 not soon have to take on a more respectful attitude toward reality?

 Possibly. Certainly the Chinese political system has displayed an
 astonishing ability to amplify to gigantic proportions the personality
 quirks of its top leader. Given this fact, could not the "new broom" of

 Teng's style sweep away all remnants of Mao's style, and will we not
 soon find cadres all over the land emulating Teng in proclaiming "the
 emperor (or the 'responsible figures') has no clothes on?"

 Again, however, we must also be aware of our Western bias of im-

 patience and of seeing in the smallest signs the promise of a great new
 future for China, particularly when those signs augur that China is on
 the verge of adopting some Western, or perhaps it is only rational, tech-
 niques. So far Teng's blunt talk has been mainly with foreign visitors,
 and China's media continue largely in their old ways.

 And as for the new worship of Science, it seems to be just that. All
 the incantations about the powers and promises of science and tech-
 nology have the form of another search for magical solutions for China's
 problems. The Chinese of course have had a history of quests in modern
 times for formulas for instant modernization, quests which have veered
 them towards science before and which took them into the fold of
 Communism. This belief in the possibilities of magic when combined
 with the Chinese penchant for always wanting to know what is the best,
 both in consumer items and ways of doing things, has contributed to a
 manic-depressive element in China's search for modernization as they
 have gone from republicanism to fascism to communism. And what will
 it be next? But that is a question which goes beyond the scope of this
 paper. For our purposes it is important to note only that the current
 campaign of extolling science has all the hallmarks of the old Maoist
 belief in the magical powers of will power and correct thinking, and not
 an appreciation of what science really entails.

 LUCIEN W. PYE is Ford Professor of Political Science at Massachusetts Institute of
 Technology, Cambridge.
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